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ABSTRACT 

Airplane performance is extremely affected by induced drag produced by wing tip 

vortices. Winglets are used to diminish the vortex development. Conventional 

winglets are not more efficient at the subsonic flow speed due to the structural 

loading on them and do not provide optimal performance at different phases of 

flight. The aim of this research article is to study the performance characteristics 

of winglets of different design at 590 and 640 cant angles. The aerodynamic 

characteristics such as co-efficient of lift (CL), co-efficient of drag (CD) and lift to 

drag ratio(L/D) at angles of attack (00, 40, 80 and 120) for wing with conventional 

winglet, C – wing of two different cant angles with and without slots were 

analyzed using computational fluid dynamics. This paper focuses on comparison 

between wing with conventional winglet and C-wing with reverence to the 

aerodynamic performance. 
 

Keywords: Non planar wing;  Induced drag; Tip vortices: cant angle. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent attention in winglets spans the preceding 25 years. Conventional winglets, 

defined as small fins or vertical protrusion at the wingtips, improve the overall 

performance of the airplane by reducing the induced drag thus increasing the lift-to-drag 

ratio (L/D) known as aerodynamic efficiency as shown in Fig. 1[1].  The applications of 

winglets to commercial transport aircraft is first tested in KC-135A aircraft in late 19th 

century [2]. The presence of winglets led to nearly seven percent increase in an aircraft's 

range at cruise velocity [3].  

Range        = (V/c) (CL/CD) ln (W0/W1)       (1) 

Endurance = (1/c) (CL/CD) ln (W0/W1)        (2) 

Where, V – Flight speed 
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C – specific fuel consumption 

CL – coefficient of lift 

CD – coefficient of drag 

W0 – Take off weight 

W1 – Landing weight 

From equation 1 and 2, it is understood that the range and endurance of an aircraft 

driven by jet engine rely upon the value of CL / CD. Hence it is important to improve the 

value of aerodynamic efficiency for better aircraft performance.  

       Wingtip devices such as winglets, feathers, sails, etc. added with main plane 

construction leads to increase in drag due-to-lift efficiency by 10 to 15%, however, they 

have been shown to be detrimental to structural characteristics of the wing [4]. As aircraft 

gets larger and fly farther, the purpose of wingtip devices will be more remarkable. The 

problem of aerodynamics of wingtip region and wingtip devices arise when studying the 

ways of increasing aerodynamic efficiency. 

 

 

Fig.1. Function of conventional winglet 

1.1 Non-planar wing 
 

The main advantage of wingtip devices as added aerodynamic means is the fact 

that it can be mounted on prevailing aircraft without serious wing construction alterations 

[5]. Though, the effectiveness of wing with different wingtip devices is greatly reliant on 

flight regime parameters such as Mach number, Reynolds number and angle of attack, 

these can be considered as alternative to wing extensions made for increasing the lift-to-

drag ratio in design of aircraft [10]. The reduction of induced drag is further improved by 

changing shape of the winglet such as non -planar wings [11].  In the modern age, non-

planar wings came in to play to reduce the induced drag in the low to high subsonic 

aircraft [17].  Non- planar wings helped a lot for the aviation pioneers to improve 

aerodynamic efficiency. Winglet reduces induced drag by increasing the effective aspect 

ratio of the wing. But, the contribution towards structural loads developed on wing is 

significantly limited [6]. Non - planar wings can reduce the induced drag without 

compromising with high aspect ratio suitable to small size aircraft like reconnaissance 

UAV i.e. AAI Aerosonde [7]. Actually, some eccentric non-planar wing concepts are 
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more reliable due to their structural integrity than aerodynamic advantages [8]. Some non-

planar wing design concepts can achieve drag reduction by accommodating larger spans 

with lesser weight addition. Other design concepts developed on the basis of variation of 

wing structural load with coefficient of lift at critical flight conditions which in turn lead 

to further span extensions at fixed weight [9].  

 

1.2 C-Wing configuration 

 
The study about devices to interact with the vorticity near the wing tip areas have 

been focused more, since the discovery of finite wing theory. Though low aspect ratio end 

plates (conventional winglet) were first believed to hinder the development of tip vortices, 

the function of such devices is now more generally understood through the interaction 

with wake vorticity. The drag reduction is directly related to the shape and extent of the 

vortex wake. Like span extensions, small tip devices can’t deteriorate the wake formation 

and the reduction in induced drag is strongly associated with added bending moments on 

the wing. 

 

The winglet decreases the total vortex-induced drag by scheduling the loads on each 

of the lifting surfaces. The vortex flow of the main plane is carried onto the winglet to 

load the winglet inward. If the horizontal extensions in top and bottom of the conventional 

plate winglet, that forms the "C" shape at the wing tip, then the vorticity is further 

extended and creates downward load with constant over-all lift. In the C-wing 

configuration there will be the cushion effect during ascent and descent which may cause 

the drag to increase radically, to impede this effect the slots can be introduced. 

Hence it is evident that the winglets are used to reduce the vortex formation in the 

wing tips. But the conventional winglets used in the commercial aircraft can able to 

reduce the drag only a small extend and it is apparent to change the design and mounting 

angle of the winglets [14]. C-wing (Wing with C shape tip device) has a good 

compromise for the effective reduction in induced drag. The purpose of this study is to 

investigate the aerodynamic performance of wing with conventional winglet and different 

mounting angle (cant angle) C wing with and without slots modeled with NACA 63-012 

airfoil using Computational Fluid Dynamics.  

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

         Computational Fluid Dynamics(CFD), is a recognized method for analyzing 

problems   involving fluid flow interaction with solid objects, and thermal energy transfer 

under various  engineering applications.  Navier-Stokes equations are the governing 
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equations solved by numerical methods in Fluid flow analysis [13]. Three stages are 

involved in CFD analysis. They are as followed, 

 i) Preprocessing step – Problem description, modelling, boundary conditions and 

meshing. 

ii) Processing stage – time discretization, simulation and solver 

iii) Post processing – results interpretations and verification [7]. CFD has several 

advantages over wind tunnel test such as cost reduction, simulation of more accurate 

environment and time saving.  

2.1 Modelling of C-Wing at Different Angles 

           The wing design is based on NACA 6-digit 63-012 airfoil. The geometric model 

that underwent CFD analysis is a 1:100 scale model of the original prototype (Airbus 

A350 aircraft) with the following dimensions using CATIA modelling software. 

Dimensions: 

Span of the wing(b)      = 5000mm 

Chord length(c)        = 1000mm @ x=0 

Chord length(c)        = 500mm @ x=5000mm 

Height of vertical winglet (h)                  = 250mm 

Height of horizontal winglet(h) = 125mm             (64 degree cant angle) and 150mm (59 

degree cant angle) 

        Fig. 2 to Fig. 6 show the modelling of C-winglets at different cant angles with and 

without slots and conventional winglet wing 

.  

 Fig. 2. C-wing without slot at a cant angle of 59o 
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                                          Fig. 3. C -wing with slot at a cant angle of  59o 

 

                                             
 

 

                                        Fig. 4.  C-wing without slot at a cant angle of 64o 

 

 

                                         
 

                                           Fig. 5. C-wing with slot at a cant angle of 64o 
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                                        Fig. 6. Wing with conventional winglet 

 

 

2.2. Meshing  
 
       The meshing is carried out in Hyper mesh by importing half-symmetric models as 

.iges files. The computational “C” Domain has been created around the models and finally 

mesh is generated using CFD Tetra mesh element. Boundary layer thickness of 1mm and 

the boundary layer growth of 1.20 have been set [8]. The meshing details are given below 

in Table 1 and fig. 7. 

 

Table 1.  Meshing details of Wing with Conventional winglet and C-wing 

Description 

Wing with 

Conventiona

l winglet 

C-wing 

Mesh 

CFD 

Tetramesh 

CFD 

Tetramesh 

Boundary 

layer 4 layers 4 layers 

Boundary 

layer thickness 0.001m 0.001m 

Growth rate 1.2 1.2 

No of 

elements 100456 1365787 

Surface area 0.0277m2 0.0319m2 
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Fig. 7. Meshing of C-wing 

 

2.3. Boundary Conditions 

 

The domain has following 5 different types of boundaries surrounding it. 

Inlet:  
           Inlet is the entry path of fluid over the model, in the inlet the velocity is set to 

Mach number of 0.8 (Airbus A350 cruise speed) i,e around the velocity of 278 m/s. For 

different angles of attack it is difficult to alter the total design and meshing of the models, 

so the flow direction is changed by changing velocity components as in  x-direction 

velocity(u) as Vcosα and y-direction velocity (v) as Vsinα, where α is the angle of attack. 

Outlet 
      The flow will leave the model at the outlet where the pressure is set to zero, in order to 

minimize the resistance in the flow. 

Pressure Far Field 
       Pressure far field conditions are used in ANSYS fluent to model the free stream 

condition at infinity Mach number and static conditions have been specified. It is often 

called a characteristic boundary condition, since it uses characteristic information to 

determine the flow variable of the boundaries. 

 

Symmetry Wall 

       The slip wall has been set where the domain was split into two equal halves. 

Model Surface 

        In order to induce right friction forces exerted by the flow over the model with the 

formation of boundary layer in adjacent nodes, the surface of the model was set as a no-

slip wall resulting in zero velocity. 

2.4. Solver Controls 

         The solver FLUENT is used to simulate the models to determine various flow 

properties such as pressure distribution, velocity distribution etc. Here the solver used was 

a FLUENT. ANSYS FLUENT has the advantages such as wide-ranging mesh flexibility, 
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relatively easy to solve problems involving complex geometries with unstructured grid 

mesh and mesh refinement in accordance with flow solution.  Table.2 shows the solver 

control for the analysis. 

Table 2.  Solver controls 

Description Range 

Advance scheme High resolution 

Turbulence numeric First order 

Min. Iteration 1 

Max. Iteration 1000 

Time scale control 

Physical time 

scale 

Physical time scale 2s 

Convergence 

criteria 1×10-7 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The CFD analyses have been carried out for the wing with conventional winglet, 

C-wing with and without slot at two different cant angles (59o and   64o) to get the 

aerodynamic characteristics such as pressure distribution, coefficient of lift and 

coefficient of drag. The CFD post processing results of C-wing with slot at a cant angle of 

64oare presented in this chapter.  

3.1. CL/CD Ratio for all angles 
The co-efficient of lift to   co-efficient of drag ratio is the result of the 

observations made in the analysis. It is observed from Table 3 and Fig.8., that the co-

efficient of lift/co-efficient of drag ratio for all the configurations seems to increase with 

angle of attack to its maximum value and then decreases with further increase in angle of 

attack. 

Table 3. Angle of attack Vs CL/CD 

 

Sl. 

No 
Angle of 

Attack 

(degree) 

convention

al 

winglet 

C-wing at 

the cant 

angles of 

640 without 

Slot 

(125 mm) 

C-wing at 

the cant 

angles of 

640with 

Slot 

(125 mm) 

C-wing at 

the cant 

angles of 

590 without 

Slot 

(150 mm) 

C-wing at 

the cant 

angles of 

590 with 

Slot 

(150 mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1 0 20.285 29.333 19.125 23.286 22.375  

        

2 4 29.069 34.158 28.391 30.048 32.652  

        

3 8 12.52 15.753 14.177 15.324 14.912  

        

4 12 4.9 7.343 6.437 6.855 7.234  
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Fig. 8. Angle of attack Vs Coefficient of lift / Coefficient of Drag 

 

 

From the above analyses and the investigations, it is observed that C-wing 

configuration provides higher CL/CD ratio compared with conventional winglet [11].    C-

wing with slot at an angle of 590 provides a better coefficient of lift value 1.15 than the 

conventional plate winglet which gives 10.3% increase in CL. C-wing without slot at an 

angle of 640 gives the better CL/CD ratio. Hence it is proved that the aerodynamic 

performance of the wing of C wing configuration is better than conventional winglet 

design. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the previous works, the scholars have discussed more about the wing tip 

vortices and induced drag, they also carved many ways to reduce the effect of induced 

drag in the subsonic aircraft.  One of the most convenient and economical ways to reduce 

the tip vortex effect is by placing a conventional plate winglet. It is not always true that 

the total drag can be effectively reduced by conventional winglet, since it will pave a way 

for increase in skin profile drag. The effective reduction in total drag can be accomplished 

by the efficient winglet design.  From this research, it can be concluded that the C-wing 

concept is the highly effective design concept for the reduction of induced drag without 

increasing the parasite drag. 

Following are the inferences from the above analysis: 

 

 The drag has been reduced and the coefficient of lift is higher for the NACA 6-

digit 63-012 airfoil wing with C-wing than conventional winglet design. 
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 The C-wing at the cant angle of 640 without slot has shown a maximum range of 

L/D ratio than the conventional winglet. 

 

 The C-wing with the slot and at a cant angle of 590 gives a CL value of 10.3% 

increase in CL than the conventional design.  

 

 C-wing concept reduce the strength of the wing tip vortex drastically and it also 

gives the extra lift for the aircraft.  

 

 C-wing with slot at cant angle of  590 gives the better aerodynamic efficiency, the 

slot can take up the structural loading on the winglet due to flutter. 

 

 L/D ratio has a great impact on the range and endurance of the aircraft and the C 

wing configuration will increase the range of the aircraft and decrease the specific 

fuel consumption.  

 

Hereby, this study offers a well understanding of the Wing with C-winglet design 

and its addition to the main wing of airplane. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

As per the above results and dimensions, a prototype of wing with C-wing tip will 

be fabricated and analyzed in a wind tunnel. After analyzing the prototype, the model of 

the winglet will be incorporated in the aircraft for further performance investigations. 
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